Abstract: In this paper we present a novel non-uniformity correction (NUC) method to remove column fixed-pattern noise (FPN), which is introduced by non-uniformity of on-chip column-parallel readout circuit in uncooled infrared focal plane array. We first define a new image statistic measurement, which is named as 1D horizontal differential statistics, to differentiate column FPN from structural edges, and further propose a filtering scheme to adaptively compute noise terms in structure and non-structure regions by applying different correction models. The proposed NUC technique combines the advantages of global-and local-based correction methods, thus can effectively eliminate column FPN without losing original thermal details. The performance of the proposed method is systematically evaluated, and is compared with the state-of-the-art column FPN correction solutions using realistic infrared images.
Introduction
Uncooled Long-Wave Infrared Focal Plane Array (FPA) typically consists of a detector array, columnparallel accumulators and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) as depicted in Fig. 1(a) [1] . Characteristics of accumulators and ADCs in different columns are slightly changed, and such non-uniformity of readout circuit will generate column FPN. Without proper noise compensation, column FPN will appear as obvious vertical strips in a raw infrared image as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The existence of column fixed-pattern noise (FPN) significantly degrades radiometric accuracy of captured infrared data and leads to performance decrease of subsequent infrared imaging applications such as object recognition, thermal diagnosis, and target tracking. Moreover, strip non-uniformity cannot be properly handled by conventional Non-uniformity Correction (NUC) techniques which are developed to compensate slowly drifted spatial non-uniformity of photodetectors [2] .
Although a large number of NUC methods have been reported over the past few years, it still remains a difficult problem to develop a column FPN correction method which can effectively suppress strip noise while preserving thermal details. The major challenge is two-fold. Firstly, the separation of column FPN and other high-frequency signals (e.g., image edges and textures) is difficult since their caused spatial variations are unavoidably mixed and overlapped. The underlying principle of edge-preserving filtering [4] , [5] is that image edges are more significant than noise such that a threshold parameter can be set to differentiate them. However this basic assumption does not hold valid for low-contrast infrared images as strip noise sometimes is more obvious than weak image structures/textures [6] . How to remove high-variance image noise without losing low-variance true signals is a challenging task. Secondly, it is not a trivial task to develop a reference-free method to evaluate performance of strip NUC methods. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is commonly used as a quality measurement of denoising algorithms. A global image sharpness parameter β is proposed to determine the degree of smoothing in the denoising results [7] . However, both methods require a ground truth reference which is not available in infrared pre-processing steps (e.g., NUC). Existing reference-free evaluation metrics, such as roughness index [8] , [9] , Root Mean-Square Error between horizontally adjacent pixels (RMSE A P ) [10] , and Energy of Line Gradient [11] , can only characterize how well an algorithm can suppress high-frequency noise, but cannot indicate whether the algorithm has the ability to keep image structures and other original information. Without a proper evaluation method, it is difficult to make a good balance between noise suppression and detail preservation.
To address the above mentioned problems, we firstly propose a new NUC method which can effectively remove column FPN and further present a reference-free evaluation method. It is observed that a structural edge usually introduces local gradients of consistent orientations, while column FPN exhibits repetitive patterns in the horizontal direction and generates local variances of similar magnitudes but in different directions. With this important finding, we define a novel image statistic measurement, which is termed as 1D Horizontal Differential Statistics, to depict local image variation patterns. 1D Horizontal Differential Statistics are able to capture the essential difference between column FPN and structural edges, thus provide an effective tool to extract structure information from raw infrared images which contain obvious strip noise. Based on the computed image structure map, a spatially adaptive filtering scheme is presented to compute noise terms in structure and non-structure regions individually by applying different correction models, therefore it can effectively eliminate column FPN while preserving other high-frequency signals including major edges and image details. Moreover, we present a reference-free methodology to investigate how horizontal gradient suppression is differently performed in structure and non-structure regions. The calculated results can be used not only to assess how well an algorithm removes column FPN but also to depict its ability to preserve image details.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are reviewed in Section 2. The details of our proposed column FPN correction method are given in Section 3. A new reference-free NUC evaluation method is presented in Section 4. In Section 5 our proposed noise removal method is compared with existing state-of-the-art solutions. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 6.
Related Works
The most commonly used NUC technique is based on radiometric calibration. For example, through a calibration procedure known as "two-point method" or "shutter-based correction", an array of individual correction factors (gain and offset) are computed and further applied to each corresponding pixels in raw image to eliminate spatial non-uniformity of FPA [12] . However, the requirement for an internal shutter will increase the size, weight, power and manufacturing cost of an infrared imaging system. Moreover, real-time image capturing will be interrupted for a few seconds every time when a calibration procedure is performed. To overcome the above limitations, numerous shutterless NUC approaches have been proposed based on scene tracking and temporal filtering [13] - [18] . A major limitation of scene-based NUC algorithms is that they usually need to store and process a number of image frames to estimate stable correction factors. This requirement makes their real-time hardware implementation difficult. Moreover, the performance of scene-based NUC algorithms is highly dependent on the amount of object motion in the image sequence. If an image sequence does not contain enough scene motions, objects in previous images may appear as the accumulated "ghosting" artifacts in the current frame [19] . Recently, a number of single-image based NUC methods have been proposed to overcome the above limitations [10] , [19] - [21] .
Infrared images typically contain a limited amount of edges/textures information [6] . Important targets will no longer be detected/recognized if the low-contrast infrared images are over-smoothed. How to effectively remove FPN in infrared images without losing original information is a challenging task. Experimental results indicate that general 2D denoising filters (e.g., guided filter [22] , nonlocal means [23] , BM3D [24] ), which work well for visible images, are not suitable to process low-textured infrared images and will falsely remove valuable thermal details [10] . Recently, a number of studies have been performed on removing strip non-uniformity presented in individual columns. In low-contrast infrared images, column FPN sometimes is more significant than weak image structures/textures, therefore strong strips will remain while weak edges get removed by setting a fixed threshold [11] , [25] . Narayanan et al. firstly grouped pixels from the same readout channel (e.g., within a column) and applied a linear correction model to normalize outputs of these channels [19] . Based on column Midway Histogram Equalization, Tendero et al. proposed NUC methods which can effectively eliminate strip FPN without blurring edges [3] , [26] . However, MHE algorithm is not capable of removing significant column FPN and sometimes generates undesired image artifacts. Cao et al. made use of local 1D guided filters, which can be efficiently implemented in FPGA processor, to remove significant strip noise without blurring important image details or causing undesired artifacts [10] . However this method applied fixed-size filters to separate strip noise from other high-frequency signals and will blur long vertical edges in infrared images. Chang et al. proposed a variational strip removal algorithm that combines unidirectional total variation and framelet regularization [27] . However, such optimization-based methods are not easily accelerated in the form of filter due to the need of solving large linear systems [28] . 
Column FPN Correction
In this paper we present a complete image processing workflow to address the problem of column FPN removal for low-textured infrared images. The key idea is to make use of local image variation patterns to separate image structures from column FPN in infrared images, and then apply a spatially adaptive filtering scheme, which behaves differently in structure and non-structure regions, to achieve better performance of noise removal and edge preservation simultaneously. The proposed column FPN correction method consists of three major processing steps. (1) Horizontal image smoothing is applied to divide the input image into a smooth image part and high-contrast signals; (2) 1D Horizontal Differential Statistics are computed to extract major image structures; (3) Noise terms are computed on structure and non-structure regions differently through a spatially adaptive filtering scheme. The computed column FPN is subtracted from the raw input to avoid undesired image blurring effects. The complete processing pipeline is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Horizontal Image Smoothing
Given a raw infrared image, our method firstly applies 1D horizontal filtering to compute its averaged output. Since image smoothing is only preformed in local horizontal windows, no structure/textures in the vertical direction will get blurred during this processing step. In our implementation, we make use of 1D row guided filter [10] , [29] to remove column FPNs while preserving major image structures. This edge-preserving filter uses a variance parameter to distinguish high-variance edges and low-variance noise. Ideally, only image noise is removed while edges are preserved. However, this strategy does not work well on low-textured infrared images since column FPN is more significant than many thermal details. In our implementation, we set the width of 1D row guided filter to 9 and set the variance parameter to a high value ( = 0.4
2 ) to completely remove column FPN. The high-contrast components corresponding to image texture and edges are further recovered to avoid undesired image blurring.
As shown in Fig. 3 , horizontal image smoothing will divide the raw image v(i ) into a smoothed image part u(i ) and a horizontal high-frequency component n(i ) as:
It is observed that the extracted high-contrast signal part n(i ) contains not only column FPN s(i ) but also a significant amount of image original information t(i ). As a result, image details are blurred and important thermal targets become unrecognizable in the smoothed output u(i ). Since low-textured infrared images only contain a small amount of high-contrast signals (e.g., structural edges and image textures), it is important that true signal component t(i ) is further separated from image noise s(i ) and added back to u(i ) to avoid over-smoothing image. 
1D Horizontal Differential Statistics
Although structural edges and column FPN are both high-frequency image signals, they introduce local variations with different patterns. Since column FPN is caused by non-uniformities of columnparallel accumulators and ADCs, it exhibits small-scale oscillations in the horizontal direction and changes from one column to another. Such repetitive image patterns introduce local image variations of similar magnitudes but in different directions. In contrast, a structural edge will break this repetitive pattern and bring in gradients of consistent directions. Some comparative results are shown in Fig. 4 . Based on this observation we define a new spatial variation measurement, which is termed as 1D Horizontal Differential Statistics (H DS 1D ), to capture essential difference between column FPN and structural edges as follows: where
) is the normalization term, ∂ x v( j) is the computed local gradient in the horizontal direction, u(i ) is the output of horizontal image smoothing, N h (i ) is a horizontal window which defines a set of neighboring pixels of i , and σ r 1 is the range weight parameter. N h (i ) defines how far the kernel will consider the neighbouring pixels to average horizontal gradients. As long as the width of N h is not set to a very small number (e.g., if we set the width of N h to 1, the filter won't do averaging at all), the kernel will generate stable averaged output. In our implementation we set the width of N h to 9. The expression of (2) can be understood as a filter that averages the image gradient ∂ x v guided by the smoothed image u(i ). Local gradient ∂ x v(i ) and ∂ x v( j) will only be averaged if their corresponding range image u(i ) and u( j) are similar. Ideally the range parameter σ r 1 should be set to the "minimum" amplitude of edges in image u to make pixel i and j are on the same side of a structure edge. In our implementation we fix σ r 1 to 10× standard deviation of horizontal gradients of image u as suggested in [23] . Note the smoothed image u contains a limited amount of column FPN and structural edges, thus its local image gradients are mostly caused by image noise. Since the value of ∂ x v(i ) could be either positive or negative, local gradients in different directions (with different signs) will offset each other. Only gradients in the same direction will be added up to yield large H DS 1D values.
Given a raw infrared image containing column FPN, we calculate its 1D Horizontal Differential Statistics based on (2) . Note H DS 1D values are high for image regions which contain structural components since local significant gradients are also in similar directions. In comparison, H DS 1D values are very low in non-structure regions since column FPN introduces gradients of similar magnitudes but in different directions. In such way, H DS 1D provides an effective tool to differentiate column FPN and structural edges by exploring their inherent differences. As shown on the second row of Fig. 5 , image structures and column FPN cannot be well separated based on image gradients computed at single pixels. In comparison, H DS 1D considers pattern information of local variations to successfully extract major vertical structures on raw infrared images as shown on the third row of Fig. 5. 
Spatially Adaptive Filtering
After calculating horizontal high-contrast signal n(i ) and 1D Horizontal Differential Statistic H DS 1D (i ), a new spatially adaptive filtering scheme is proposed to estimate column FPN s(i ) as follows: where
) is for normalization, N v is a local 1D vertical window in which column FPN correction terms are computed, the threshold parameter γ is set to 0.5 to differentiate structure and non-structure pixels, χ is a small positive number to avoid division by zero, and σ s2 is the spatial range parameter. Parameters σ s2 and height of N v in (3) define how many neighbouring pixels to consider for computing column FPN correction terms. In our proposed method, we set σ s2 and height of N v to large values (σ s2 = 0.8× image height H and height of N v = H ) to impose a global correction model initially. For a pixel with a high H DS 1D (i ) (corresponding to an image structure), the γ H DS 1D (i )+ term yields a low value. In this situation, information of more neighboring pixels will be considered through a more stable global model and the estimated correction terms can better preserve image original information. For a pixel inside a background patch that only contains column FPN, its corresponding H DS 1D (i ) is low and the calculated In Fig. 6 , we show comparative correction results using different spatial filtering schemes. It is observed that local column FPN cannot be accurately compensated by applying a global correction model, while a small fixed-size spatial filtering cannot differentiate strip noise from image textures and its processing results get blurred. In comparison, the spatially adaptive filtering scheme computes noise correction terms in structure and non-structure regions differently. In structure regions, it applies a global correction model to keep image edges, while a local correction model is applied in non-structure regions to eliminate strips. The proposed method adaptively combines the advantages of global and local-based correction methods and achieves better performance on both eliminating column FPN and preserving image details as illustrated in Fig. 6(d) .
Evaluation Method
Given a ground truth image, PSNR is the most commonly used performance indicator of denoising algorithms. As a pre-processing step, NUC is immediately applied on the raw infrared data to remove FPNs thus a noise-free reference image is not available to compute PSNR . It is desirable to develop reference-free methods to evaluate NUC techniques. Until now, several single-image based methods, such as roughness index [8] , RMSE A P [10] , and Energy of Line Gradient [11] , have been proposed for performance evaluation of column FPN correction methods. Even though these methods may appear very different in formulas, they share the same basic principle that better column FPN correction method leads to lower horizontal gradients in its output. The major limitation of these methods is that they only characterize how well an algorithm can remove column FPN, but cannot evaluate the ability of this algorithm to keep original image information. For instance, oversmoothing an infrared image will completely eliminate column FPN and produce low horizontal gradients, but it is not an ideal correction solution since important thermal details get adversely removed as well.
To address the above problem, we propose a new reference-free methodology to evaluate performance of column FPN correction methods. If a column FPN correction method works well, it should remove strip artifacts while preserving structural edges. It means that gradients caused by column FPN and structural edges should be suppressed differently. More specifically, gradients caused by column FPN should decrease as much as possible, while gradients caused by image structures should remain almost unchanged. Based on above considerations, we present a new evaluation method by exploring how differently horizontal gradient suppression is performed in structure and non-structure regions as follows:
where v(i ) is the raw image, G (.) denotes a proposed column FPN correction method, s T and s F are pixels in structure and non-structure regions which are defined by referring to the computed H DS 1D . A pixel is considered as a structure pixel if its corresponding H DS 1D value is higher than a threshold, otherwise it is a non-structure pixel. Since infrared images only contain a limited amount of textures [6] , in our implementation we set the threshold to a high value ( 
values.
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed evaluation method, we apply it to assess three different column FPN correction methods including 1D Gaussian filtering (Method A), 1D guided filtering (Method B), and our proposed NUC method (Method C). These methods are individually applied to a number of raw infrared images (10 images in total). Fig. 7 shows some processing results of different correction methods. We invited 5 different reviewers to evaluate the FPN correction results based on their visual observations. It is observed that 1D Gaussian filtering is a general image denoising technique which reduces gradients equally within an image without differentiating image edges from column FPN. Important thermal details are blurred and many significant objects become unrecognizable as shown in Fig. 7(b) . 1D guided filtering is an edge-preserving denoising method, thus it removes low-variance signals while keeping high-variance ones. It produces better denoising results since it can preserve major image structures. However, still lots of thermal details are removed as shown in Fig. 7(c) . In comparison, all 5 reviewers picked our proposed method as the best performing denoising method since it can effectively remove column FPN while preserving image fine details, as illustrated in Fig. 7(d) .
For the purpose of comparison, our proposed D s F s T and two other reference-free methods, roughness index [8] and RMSE A P [10] , are used for performance evaluation. The roughness index (R i ndex ) is computed by analyzing the high-pass contents of an image in both horizontal and vertical directions as follows [8] :
where * denotes image convolution, f is the image to evaluate, h 1 = [−1, 1] is a horizontal mask, h 2 = [−1; 1] is a vertical mask, and . 1 denotes the L 1 norm. RMSE A P is also computed as another quantitative performance indicator as follows [10] :
where M , N are the height and width of image f , and f (x, y) denotes pixel value on row x and column y. [10] and R i ndex [8] both wrongly indicate Method A (1D Gaussian filtering) is the best performing correction method since the results of Method A contain the lowest image gradients. Fig. 8 . Some sample images from our testing dataset. It is observed that these images cover a wide range of contents (e.g., vehicle, machine, pedestrian, and building). These infrared images will be made publicly available in the future.
Experimental Results
In this section, the proposed NUC technique is thoroughly investigated using realistic infrared images. We make use of some publicly available infrared images under the CC-BY license [3] and some of our own captured infrared images to demonstrate that our method is applicable to images captured by different infrared devices.
We consider a number of state-of-the-art column FPN correction methods for comparison. MHE method [26] assumes that histograms of two adjacent columns are similar, and then performs horizontal column histogram smoothing to correct intensity variances caused by strips. It is one of the best performing column FPN correction solutions and can effectively eliminate strip noise without blurring edges. Its source code is available under the CC-BY license [26] . Previously, Cao et al. proposed an improved NUC method based on 1D guided filters (1D-GF) [10] . It delivers better correction performance compared with state-of-the-art 1-D and 2-D denoising techniques [19] , [22] - [24] , [26] . For its implementation, we set 1 = 0.4 2 and w = 9 for the horizontal edgepreserving filtering step and 2 = 0. for the vertical strip noise decomposition step. We also consider a global model based correction solution [19] (L-model). This method firstly computes the averages of the first-and second-order statistics for a number of neighboring columns (in our implementation we make use of information from 9 neighboring columns), and then applies a linear correction model to make adjacent columns have similar statistics.
Qualitative Evaluation
In total 20 raw infrared images are used for performance evaluation. Fig. 8 shows some sample images. These images cover a wide range of scenes (e.g., indoor and outdoor). Fig. 9 shows some comparative results of our proposed NUC method and three other state-of-the-art solutions [10] , [19] , [26] . As shown on the second row of Fig. 9 , the global model based solution (L-model [19] ) does not produce satisfactory FPN correction results. A large amount of strips remain visible in its processing results. It is because locally changed column FPN cannot be effectively compensated using a global correction model. The processing results of MHE-based method and 1D-GF are shown on the third and fourth rows of Fig. 9 respectively. It is observed that some vertical strips are not correctly removed and some small targets (e.g., a vehicle behind a tree highlighted in the first raw image) get lost in the results of MHE method. Another drawback of MHE-based method is that it will falsely generate obvious image artifacts which are problematic for object detection or target recognition in surveillance applications. 1D-GF method accurately decomposes image noise from the extracted high-frequency signals, thus it can better remove column FPN without causing undesired artifacts. However, 1D-GF method is based on fixed-size 1D guided filters and will blur Fig. 9 . Some comparative results of our proposed method and three other column FPN correction solutions [10] , [19] , [26] . The first two raw images are from a publicly available infrared image dataset under the CC-BY license [3] and the third and fourth raw images are our own captured infrared data. Please zoom in to check details highlighted. some vertical image structures as highlighted in Fig. 9 . In comparison, our proposed method applies different noise correction models in structure and non-structure regions through a spatially adaptive filtering scheme. It adaptively combines the advantages of global and local correction methods and achieves better performance on both eliminating column FPN and preserving image details as shown on the last row of Fig. 9 .
Quantitative Evaluation
We compute D s F s T and RMSE A P based on (4) and (6) respectively to quantitatively evaluate different column FPN correction solutions. These two evaluation methods provide complementary information on how well a column FPN correction method works. Since differences between adjacent pixels are mostly caused by column FPN, lower RMSE A P value indicates better performance of noise removal. On the other hand, higher D method can not only better eliminate strip noise in infrared images but also preserve original image information.
Conclusion
Column FPN significantly degrades radiometric accuracy of infrared images captured by uncooled long-wave infrared FPA. In this paper we firstly address the problem of column FPN correction. It is observed that a structural edge will introduce local gradients of consistent orientations while column FPN generates local variations of similar magnitudes but in different directions. With this observation, we define 1D Horizontal Differential Statistics to separate image structures from strip noise. Based on the image structure map, a spatially adaptive filtering scheme is proposed to compute noise terms in structure and non-structure regions using different correction models. The proposed method can effectively eliminate column FPN while preserving other high-frequency signals including major edges and image details. In the second part of this paper, we present a reference-free methodology to evaluate performance of column FPN correction methods. This valuation method provides an effective tool to assess how well an algorithm removes column FPN as well as its ability to preserve image original information. In the future, we plan to implement the proposed NUC method in our hardware device to improve the quality of image data for advanced infrared applications such as target detection, object recognition, and thermal diagnosis.
